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theme basics
> what is a theme?

A theme is the unifying concept that is carried throughout the book. It is most notably found on the cover but is
also prominent on the endsheets, opening, closing and the individual section dividers (lifestyles, people, academics, athletics, organizations).
The theme is visually unified through design, graphics and photography throughout the book and is verbally
carried out through coverage wherever appropriate. Be careful not to overdo it but also do not let your theme
only exist on the cover and the other traditional locations.

> what characterizes a good theme?

It is very important that the theme be simple, clear and understandable. Although the opening and closing give
a more detailed look into the theme concept, if it has to be explained to students to make sense, it should not
be used.
The theme also needs to be poignant to our school that particular year. The concept needs to be accurate to
our school but also timely. The theme is decided at the beginning of the year so make sure you think ahead and
consider whether it will have the same relevance and impact in June.
It must have mass appeal as well. Will the theme pertain to the wide demographics of our school? Males and
females? Freshmen and seniors? Athletes and thespians? It needs to be relevant to the overwhelmingly majority of the students in your school.
Students are more sophisticated than ever so avoid being trite or cute with the theme. It needs to be youthful
since the target audience is teenagers, but should also be contemporary.
One of the most important things that must be done with the theme is to make sure it is not just a title to the
book. The sections spinoffs (see below), or “subtitles,” are integral to developing the concept into the book. But
the theme needs to be incorporated into coverage and not just appear on the usual pages. One of the easiest
ways is through alternative coverage (coverage other than feature stories).

> what are the types of themes?

• anniversary- focuses on the current year
• concept- more intellectual and sophisticated or “deep”
• event- based on specific event or occurrence that impacted the school
• fun- lighthearted, youthful approach
• geographic- based on a specific locale near the school’s campus
• pride- school spirited
• slogan- hot catch phrase that will endure the entire year

> what is a spinoff?

A spinoff is a short, catchy phrase that serves as a conceptual bridge between the overall theme to coverage
found in each of the sections. Spinoffs are critical to developing the theme throughout the entire book.
There are two different spinoff treatments, direct and indirect. Direct actually uses a word repeated from the
theme title where indirect does not (see 1-4).
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theme creation
It is best to consider the overall concept you want the book to be about before trying to come up with a catchy
phrase for a theme. Make sure you explore all of your options when creating a theme package that best represents your school and its student body.

> steps for creating a theme

brainstorm session
Sit down with members of your staff and think of as many key words that describe our school as possible.
Topics to discuss should include our student body, demographics, community, geographical location, athletics,
academics, life outside of school, current trends, traditions and new or recent changes. Advertising and the
entertainment world are also good sources for ideas.
Also, go through each of the seven theme types (anniversary, concept, event, fun, geographical, pride and
slogan) and think of how our school relates to each.
concept development
After carefully analyzing your brainstorm results, select the top key words that best exemplify the school. Write
down your choices and include a brief description of what each is essentially about. Discuss these concepts
and narrow them down to the strongest ideas.
Keep in mind that the theme must represent and appeal to the overwhelming majority of your fellow students.
Concepts need to be of interest to males and females alike, as well as to each of the four grades. Do not
choose based on what you like. As a staff member, it is your responsibility to put yourself in the shoes of your
peers. Although it’s unlikely to devise a theme that everyone likes, it still must appeal to the large majority.
If you really want to be sure you are targeting the interests and desires of your diverse student body, do not be
afraid to do market research. Conduct a survey presenting these thematic concepts and let the customer reaction guide your decision. This is their book. Let them be a part of the process.
concept key words
Now that you have some solid ideas about the direction you want the book to take, brainstorm a list of key
words that touch on as many aspects of each of the final overall concepts as possible. From this list, explore
potential synonyms, adjectives and rhyming words as well as current trends in advertising and entertainment.
Take a close look at this expanded list of words and transition them into strong, catchy phrases that will impact
the reader. These phrases should be able to spark a theme idea that really captures the school for the particular year. Remember that the title is clear and easily understood. This process is very similar to the one we use
to create our headlines.
spinoff development
Once you have your theme idea, it’s time to start developing it through the book. Remember that a spinoff
serves as a conceptual bridge between the overall theme concept and the specific sections’ coverage.
Refer back to your concept key words list and see if any would work for one of your sections. If not, continue
brainstorming keys words related to your theme as well as each of the sections. Another option you may try is
repeating a word from the theme title to create your spinoff phrases.
visual development
A theme is most effective when it is carried out both verbally and visually. Think of graphics, images and icons
that represent the concept much like a logo does for a company or a product. This also includes selecting the
appropriate fonts that further establish the desired mood or tone of the theme’s concept.
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theme placement
The theme concept means little if it is not effectively and thoroughly carried throughout the entire book. It is not
enough to develop it simply in the most notable areas like the cover or theme pages. For a theme to really serve
its intended purpose, it must be incorporated into section coverage as well.

> cover

• overall design is both aesthetic and effective
- logo, graphics, color scheme, typography and/or photography visually support theme concept and mood

> endsheets

• theme’s logo from the cover or a visual “spinoff” of the overall cover design is incorporated
• design usually accommodates room for the table of contents
• overall design does not interfere with space or ability to record student messages

> folio package

• font selection reflects those used in theme logo typography unless difficult to read in smaller size
• theme logo or a visual spinoff of concept is potentially incorporated

> title page

• theme logo or a visual “spinoff” of concept is incorporated
• photography is student oriented and supports the theme concept

> opening

• visual and verbal introduction to the overall theme concept
• theme logo or a visual spinoff of concept may be incorporated
• design reflects concepts carried over from cover and endsheets
• overall design is unique to all other templates in the book
- photos may be larger or less in number
- copy font may be larger or utilizes increased leading

> section dividers

• theme spinoffs are featured on each divider, usually as the headline
• photography and copy reflect the specific section spinoff concepts and strongly relates to overall theme
• design concepts are similar (but still unique to) opening and closing
- photos may be larger or less in number
- copy font may be larger or utilizes increased leading

> section spreads

• coverage should reflect overall theme concept wherever appropriate but avoid overdoing it
- alternative coverage modules provide a great opportunity to continue development
• template designs should reflect the overall mood and concepts established by the theme concept and design

> closing

• visual and verbal conclusion to the overall theme concept
• theme logo or a visual “spinoff” of concept may be incorporated
• design reflects concepts carried over from cover and endsheets
• design is extremely similar or even identical to opening (but actual content is different)
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theme examples
> Standing Room Only (direct spinoff development)

• overall conceptThe overall concept focused on how overcrowded the school was at the time, more than 20% over capacity and class sizes were at all-time high.
• opening- Stand and Deliver
This spinoff helped us discuss the various events, responsibilities and obstacles students encounter in
their everyday lives and rising up to the challenge.
• lifestyles- Stand By Me
This section covers student activities and lifestyles outside of school. Stand By Me reflects how most time
after school is spent with others (friends, family, co-workers, etc.).
• people- Standing Out in the Crowd
This section includes portraits that all look similar. The spinoff shows that there’s more to people than just
their appearances. Coverage highlights individuality and differences in likes, styles
• academics- Coming to an Understanding
This phrase relates to the overall learning process students experience throughout the high school curriculum.
• athletics- Outstanding in the Field
Athletics have a tradition of being particularly strong at our school, with most teams finishing with winning
records and progressing deep into the postseason.
• clubs- Standing on Common Ground
Clubs provide students an outlet for individual interests they share with others in the school, hence their
common ground.
• closing- Stand Back
The spinoff is a play on words alluding to standing back and taking it the year past in.

> Road Trip (indirect spinoff development)

• overall conceptThe overall concept is based on high school being much like a road trip you take with friends. You may 		
know where you are going but aren’t necessarily sure how to get there. There are lots of good times and
some bumps in the road along the way but the journey is more important than the destination.
• opening- Fasten Your Seatbelt
The journey begins and it is the first thing you do before you embark. It lets the reader know the fun is
about to begin.
• lifestyles- Life in the Fast Lane
Student life is a very active and entertaining section focusing on student activites and routines outside of 		
the classroom. The phrase “life in the fast lane” is a common cliché for this social aspect of students as
well as the play on words with “life.”
• people- Watch for Pedestrians
This section includes portraits that all look similar. The spinoff shows that there’s more to people than just
their appearances.
• academics- Crash Course
This fun play on words is a common phrase to describe classes that are fast-paced and intense.
• athletics- Fast and the Furious
This movie title inspired spinoff captures the essence of athletic competition.
• organizations- Park and Ride
Park and Ride is the HOV program where commuters with a common destination can meet 			
and travel together. Clubs are quite similar in that students with a common interest get together
for activites or share experiences.
• closing- The Road Less Travelled
The conclusion of the book tells readers to make their own decisions and not be afraid to take, or make,
their own paths and not always follow conventional thinking.
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coverage basics
> what is the importance of coverage?

Deciding on appropriate coverage for a yearbook is crucial. Everything else is based on these coverage decisions. Photos, stories, alternative coverage and even page design depend on what topic is featured on a
spread. Subjects must be interesting, entertaining and relevant to a wide range of students.

> what should coverage encompass?

Coverage needs to reflect all aspects of the student experience in and out of school (including controversial
issues) over the entire calendar year. Community and national events that directly impact the student body
should also be considered.
Coverage must strongly demonstrate an effort to feature the diversity of the school population, emphasizing
their involvement, activities, opinions and reactions. Chosen topics need to be covered completely and fairly.
The whole story (before, during and after ) must be considered.

> how is traditional coverage allocated?

With the exception of the theme pages, advertising, index (if not incorporated with organizations) and other
miscellaneous pages, the following sections should take up approximately these percentages of the book:
Lifestyles
20-25%
People		
25-30%
Academics
15-20%
Athletics
15-20%
Organizations 10-15%

> what is chronological coverage?

Coverage can be arranged in the order it occurs, like a linear timeline. This can be done for the entire year or be
handled by semester, seasonally, monthly, weekly or even daily. A particular topic may appear more than once
in this format. Consider the fall play: Auditions, rehearsals, opening night and the drama department banquet
may all get mentioned in some fashion.

> where can i get coverage ideas?

Yearbooks from other schools can be a tremendous help. Our own yearbooks can be helpful as well but we
need to be careful of repeating coverage over a four-year span (each student should graduate with four different yearbooks). You may also try looking through magazines that are geared specifically for teenage readers.
One of the best sources for ideas is, quite simply, you. Think of all the different things you may experience or
encounter throughout the day. What specific or general things affect or impact your day at home, school, in the
classroom or at events. What does your day entail outside of school? What sort of things do you do with friends
and family outside of school? When it comes to coverage that must go in the book each year (e.g. Homecoming) it is important to try and find new and creative ways to cover the topic.

> developing and finalizing coverage

Once overall spread topics are decided, it is time to develop them individually. This is where a Spread Planner
comes in (see page 1-8). This resource enables staff members to consider a multitude of angles concerning
the topic. Emphasis is placed on the whole subject- before, during and after. It is also important to consider all
perspectives — males and females, freshmen and seniors, friends and family, etc.
After brainstorming, decisions need to be finalized and recorded on a form we call Making It Final (see page 19). This document will be referred to continuously as photos are taken and coverage written. It is important that
the plan presented on the Making It Final is adhered to so that the strongest ideas come to fruition.
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types of coverage
The most common way to cover a topic is through feature story writing, but there are many other directions we
can take. Alternative coverage styles such as personality bios, infographs and interactive quizzes are just some
of the interesting ways to get the story across.

>coverage types

feature
a complete story that not only emphasizes the who, what, where, when, why and how, but what happened
before, during and after the coverage topic. It incorporates a definite human interest aspect, making it directly
relevant to our student body (See page 2-3 Feature Writing Basics and page 2-4 How to Write a Feature)
narrative
a short “mini-feature” usually only a few to several paragraphs that has a very specific topic and angle
personality bio
a narrative specific to an individual student, giving insight into an aspect about that person
quote box
a specific question answered by several students’ quoted responses that are interesting and story-telling
q&a
a personality bio utilizing a listed and sequential question/response format
listing
an index of items related to a specific topic
timeline
a detailed listing of dates and/or times corresponding to a sequence of related events
factoid
an informative presentation of a series of facts related to a specific topic
glossary
a list of terminology and their corresponding definitions
how-to
an informative piece on how to perform a specific action or tips for success regarding a specific task
quiz
a set of interactive questions, usually with selected multiple choice responses, that can be scored by the reader
statistics
a listed numeric analysis of a specific topic
infograph
a graphic presentation of facts such as a pie chart or bar graph
box score
a detailed analysis of a specific athletic contest including scoring progression, scoring by periods and statistics
scoreboard
a sequential listing of results from individual games, both regular and post season, including a total record
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coverage placement
> what coverage goes where?

endsheets
• table of contents (front)
title page
• single or multiple photos that visually tie into the overall theme
• theme design or logo from cover carried through here
• information
- name of school, name of book and theme title, volume number, year (year of graduation or hyphenated 		
		
consecutive years)
- contact information (complete street address, URL, phone and fax numbers)
- school population (students and staff separated)
opening
• verbal and visual introduction of theme concept
- be theme specific; avoid coverage that could apply to any year
section dividers
• includes a theme-related headline, or spin-off that conceptually bridges the overall theme to the section
• coverage is a conceptual link between the overall theme and the specific contents of the section
lifestyles
• aspects outside of the academic classroom setting, both school and non-school related
- not limited to special events; daily routines/activities also incorporated
• appeals to the primary customer (students) by relating to current trends, issues, lifestyles and events
• local community can be incorporated here
• consider photo opportunities
- avoid relying heavily on student (non-staff) submission for photo needs
people
• coverage (one topic only) appears on each spread (copy and photography) and is not just portraits
• topics are of interest to all students
academics
• coverage focuses on classroom or academic related topics only
• each discipline is covered
- English, math, social studies, science, art, music, foreign language, physical education, vocational
athletics
• all sports are covered completely and fairly, including season highlights, top players and achievements
• complete scoreboard with total record included
• non-school sponsored sports unless included elsewhere (student life, people, advertising or index)
• copy is not a simple summary of the season; includes highlights, reactions and other details
advertising
• coverage appears on each spread (copy and photography) and is not just advertising
organizations
• all organizations are covered completely and fairly, highlighting activities, student action and involvement
index
• coverage appears on each spread (copy and photography) and is not just a list of names and numbers
- organizations often combined with index
closing
• summarizes and concludes theme concept
parting page
• coverage finalizes and punctuates theme coverage
• includes colophon and staff information
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spread coverage planner
> spread: ____________________
> pages: ____________________
> questions

consider the essential
questions of this story
• who _______________
_______________
_______________
• what _______________
_______________
_______________
• where _______________
_______________
_______________
• when _______________
_______________
_______________
• why _______________
_______________
_______________
• how _______________
_______________
_______________

> brainstorming

list all possible aspects of the topic(s) — include before, during and after
key words			
aspects (what this topic is about)
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________
•_______________
___________________________________________

> coverage ideas

from the questions and brainstorm list above, choose the best type of coverage style for coverage aspects
• feature story
____________________________________________________________________________
• narrative
____________________________________________________________________________
• personality bio ____________________________________________________________________________
• quotes box
____________________________________________________________________________
•q&a
____________________________________________________________________________
• schedule/timeline____________________________________________________________________________
• listing
____________________________________________________________________________
• factoid
____________________________________________________________________________
• glossary
____________________________________________________________________________
• advice/how to
____________________________________________________________________________
• quiz/test
____________________________________________________________________________
• statistics
____________________________________________________________________________
• infograph
____________________________________________________________________________
• score box
____________________________________________________________________________
• photo montage ____________________________________________________________________________
• other
____________________________________________________________________________
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making it final
> spread: ____________________
> pages: ____________________
> headline package
primary:
secondary:

> content

list the final decisions on coverage and describe in detail the desired angle or intent
content		
•
•
•
•
•

description
•
•
•
•
•

> photography

list some photos to be looking for when going out on an assignment
photo idea		
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

description
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

> notes

list any additional information to keep in mind for developing the coverage on this spread
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feature writing process
> gather information

• research your topic in advance
- read previous yearbooks, newspapers, Internet sites and consult other sources related to your topic
• be sure to attend events related to your assigned topic
• take notes on facts and findings that may help drive your story

> interview list

• compile a list of people (usually 10) you want to interview
- based on whom you think will be most appropriate for your story
• avoid those who have already been covered in the book

> interview questions

• compose questions specific to each person based on the angle you are pursuing
• avoid questions that lead to yes/no or other short, non-informative responses
• ask thought-provoking, open-ended questions that lead to detailed and informative responses
(see page 2-2 Conducting An Interview)

> conducting the interview

• conducting your interviews properly is extremely important to the success of your story
- without strong quotes and solid information from sources, writing a quote/transition story is impossible

> organize your notes

• compile all notes from conducted research and interviews
- type up on the computer and save correctly
- highlight significant points and your strongest quotes

> rough draft

establish novelty lead
• the lead is vital to the story’s success so grab the reader’s attention and provide reason to continue reading
• consult the Leads resource (2-5) for the most appropriate and impactual way to begin your feature
- check with other writers in your section to avoid redundancy in lead types used
quotes
• be sure to only use quotes that are interesting and provide good facts, information or descriptions
transitions
• make sure your transitions provide additional interesting and meaningful information while supporting the
linked quotes
conclusion
• leave the reader with an overall thought or impression of the story
- a quote that summarizes the content of the feature can be useful, but you do not have to end with one

> revise

• personally run your story through the Feature Copy Checklist (2-8) resource
your story should strictly adhere to this criteria
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conducting an interview
> before the interview

• know your assignment and what type of coverage it is (feature or alternative)
• research your topic in advance (to minimize the need for general or closed-ended questions)
• select sources
- compile your list of sources (usually 10) whom you think would be most appropriate to interview
- go out of your way to use sources that are not already in the book
- get your source list approved by a copy editor, assistant editor in chief, or editor in chief
• formulate questions specific to each source
- use open-ended questions that require a detailed, colorful, story-telling response
		
questions beginning with “why” or “how” can be helpful
		
ask for reactions such as “What did you gain or learn from your experience?”
		
encourage them to tell you stories about the topic (“Could you tell me more about...?)
- avoid questions that lead to closed-ended responses (yes/no or other short, non-informative responses)
• review your questions then get approval from a copy editor, associate editor in chief or editor in chief
• be 100% sure you are fully prepared for your interview before you leave the room
• set up the interview in advance if possible
- conduct the interview at times that interfere least with the sources academic day (lunch, after school)
- conducting the interview over the phone after school has proven to be very successful
		
sources are generally more relaxed and responsive

> during the interview

• prepare your source for the interview
- introduce yourself (name and yearbook staff member) and explain what they are being interviewed for
- tell them in advance that you are looking for detailed colorful responses you can use for quotes
• encourage the source and be positive
- avoid being too formal; conduct your interview in a conversational manner and put the source at ease 		
- when you do not get the response that you need, rephrase the question in a more-detailed manner
- positively reinforce the source when you get the type of response you need
		
slight verbal or visual cues (nodding your head or saying things such as “good” or “excellent”)
		
do not overdo it and patronize the source
• be prepared for follow-up questions when an interesting response may lead to pertinent additional info
• get those quotes!
- when a response is potentially a great quote, let them know
		
“This would make a great quote. Can you tell me that again in more detail?”
• get it right!
- if the source is speaking too quickly for you to take information down that needs to be verbatim, ask 		
them to slow down or even repeat their comment; read their response back to them for verification
- if you ask the source to repeat their response and he or she rephrases, you may only use what the 		
source said the second time as a direct quote in your story
- if you are a notoriously slow writer you may want to bring a tape recorder to the interview
		
be sure to make the source aware of the tape recorder and ask if this is okay with him or her
• always get more information than you need; never leave without all of the needed information (no exceptions!)
• before ending the interview
- quickly review your notes to make sure nothing was omitted or if there’s anything that needs clarification
- ask the source if they have anything to add and what other people they think you should talk to
• thank the source for their time

> after the interview

• type up the interview on the computer and save it to the appropriate folder
• make any notations you may need later while they are still fresh in your mind
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feature writing basics
> what is the writer’s role?

The writer’s responsibility is to provide fair and balanced written coverage on a particular topic. This coverage
needs to focus on the fundamental five w’s and h while presented in a fresh and entertaining manner.

> what is a quote/transition feature?

Yearbook feature writing often uses a format called quote/transition. This format provides writers with greater
opportunity to make features more personal and interesting by focusing on quotes.

> what are the parts of a quote/transition feature?
lead

The lead is one of the most important parts of the story. The opening paragraph must establish the angle of the
story to the reader in a manner that compels them to continue reading.
quotes
Quotes are the heart of yearbook feature writing. Readers do not want to have information simply regurgitated
to them second-hand — they want to hear from those directly involved in the story. Quotes can provide the
same information in a much more interesting and personal way.
transitions
Transitions provide a logical bridge between quotes in a feature. They not only help the story flow for the reader,
but also showcase additional information not generated from the quotes they link.
conclusion
The writer needs to summarize the angle of the story while presenting new information to help the reader wrap
up the overall story.

> feature writing fundamentals

coverage
• emphasize the five w’s and h (who, what, where, when, why and how)
• features should tell the complete story (before, during and after)
• written in quote-transition format
tense and voice
• stories are in past tense only
- quotes are the only parts of a feature that do not have to be past tense — they are in the tense provided
• stories are written in active voice, never in passive voice
- example: Joe hit the ball (active). The ball was hit by Joe (passive).
structure
• keep sentences short and to the point
- be succinct and efficient in your words (don’t use twenty words to illustrate what can be said in ten)
• keep paragraphs short (large paragraphs appear cumbersome to read)
- generally use 2-4 sentences depending on their length
quotes
• use direct quotes as much as possible but only when the entire statement (meaning a complete sentence, 		
even if part of a longer quote) by the source is compelling
• use partial quotes when only some of the information is compelling or some language is inappropriate
what to avoid
• editorializing
- do not write anything that cannot be substantiated or supported by facts, information or quotes
- includes adjectives and adverbs that attempt to describe feelings or attributes of a person
		
example: With amazing speed and expert skill, John Doe sprints for the finish line.
• repeated words (except “said” for quote attribution)
• stating the obvious such as “Middletown High School,” “this year,”)
• indefinite terms such as many, several, various, numerous, a lot, some, or a few
• using “when asked . . .” to introduce a quote
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how to write a feature
> guidelines

> example

lead
• promotes a fresh and unique angle
• showcases the most interesting details
• includes details readers do not readily know
• establishes thread of unity for the story

lead
Following a state finals appearance and despite
graduating several key players, expectations were still
high for the new football season.

quote
• captures tone or mood of story
• effectively follows up the angle established by lead
• tells unique story from personal angle
• adds substantial information/opinion

quote
“Our experience at quarterback and getting Shawn
(Beachley) back made me think we would certainly
make the playoffs again,” said longtime Head Coach
Tim Ambrose.

transition
• logically bridges quotes before and after
• provides readers with new facts/figures
• cohesively emphasizes the lead angle
• shares research, poll/survey results

transition
But the 2007 campaign did not start out as well as
Ambrose had hoped. The team opened with four
straight losses for the first time in school history.

quote
• recaptures tone or mood of story
• effectively follows up the lead angle
• tells another unique and individual story aspect
• adds substantial information/opinion

quote
“I can’t tell you how mad I was after the FSK game. I
was thinking ‘What do we have to do to get better?’”
said nose guard and co-captain Gerrit Oakes.

transition
• logically bridges quotes before and after
• provides readers with new facts/figures
• cohesively emphasizes the lead angle
• shares research, poll/survey results

transition
Things finally started to turn around for the team after
halftime of the Homecoming game versus Smithsburg.
A motivational halftime speech from the veteran head
coach sparked a turn around.

quote
• recaptures tone or mood of story
• effectively follows up the lead angle
• tells another unique and individual story aspect
• adds substantial information/opinion

quote
“Running backs were finding holes, we were completing crucial passes, we cut down on mistakes and
converted more of our scoring opportunities,” said
All-Area offensive tackle Jason Doherty.

conclusion
• flows naturally after quote or transition
• contributes new information, insights
• concludes story referencing lead’s tone/mood/angle

conclusion
The varsity went on to win four of their last five contests, including a thrilling fourth quarter victory versus
arch-rival Walkersville to complete the season in
strong fashion with a respectable 5-5 record.
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leads
A feature’s opening paragraph is extremely important. It needs to capture the reader’s interest, compelling him
or her to read further while shedding some light on the feature’s topic. Select the strongest lead for your feature
based on the information and quotes you have gathered.

> punch or astonish

• consists usually of a snappy sentence in its own paragraph with the summary of other facts in the second
• used when one fact that is extremely important or startling

> background

• consists of a description of an event in which the background overshadows those who participate in it
• used often for stories about festivals, dances, athletic and music events

> exclamatory

• consists of a short exclamatory sentence frequently set off in a paragraph by itself
• used for extremely striking information or “big news”

> direct quotation

• consists of a speaker’s direct or exact words
• used often when what is said is striking or important and captures the mood of the overall story

> question

• consists of a question usually set off in a paragraph by itself
• used when the question is the heart of the story such as the reason for change or a debatable topic

> description

• consists of a description of a person, place or event
• used when comparatively few words can formulate a vivid image in the reader’s mind

> contrast

• consists of a sharp and vivid depiction of two strongly different concepts or ideas
• used to point out opposites or extremes

> literary, historical or allusion

• consists most frequently of a quotation or reference to a literary, historical or mythological character
• used only when the reference is natural and appropriate

> parody

• consists most frequently of a play on words of a well-known song, poem, quote, book or motion picture title
• used only when the parody is appropriate, easily recognized but avoids being trite

> atmosphere

• consists of a group of words or phrases that help to portray the setting or mood for a reader
• used only when the setting or mood of an event is interesting or significant

> suspended interest

• consists of several sentences in which the reader’s interest is intensified as he or she continues to read on
• used most frequently for news or feature stories
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quote treatment
Direct quotes usually are the most helpful in writing quote/transition features, but only when the entire quote is
poignant. When the entire quote is not strong enough, do not hesitate to take excerpts for partial quotes or paraphrase as an indirect quote.

> direct quote

use when the entire quote is compelling to the story
original quote
“I would have to rank this win right up there with the national championship.” -Gary Williams
treatment
“I would have to rank this win right up there with the national championship,” said Maryland coach Gary Williams after defeating Duke in overtime for the Terps’ first ACC crown since 1984.

> partial quote

use only when a portion of the information is compelling or when some language is inappropriate
original quote
“I think we really showed who we were and showed a lot of character and finished strong.” -Gary Williams
treatment
Maryland coach Gary Williams said his players “showed a lot of character and finished strong” in their overtime
ACC championship win over rival Duke.

> indirect quote

use when the direct quotation is difficult to understand or contains inappropriate language
original quote
“We partied our asses off after beating Duke.” -Gary Williams
treatment
Maryland coach Gary Williams said the team celebrated their overtime victory over Duke for the ACC title on
Sunday.
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literary techniques
> alliteration

• the repetition of a same or similar initial consonant sound
example: fact finding

> antonym

• a word of opposite meaning
example: calm/intense

> assonance

• the repetition of a same or similar vowel sound
example: go slowly

> cliché

• common word or phrase; often a figure of speech
example: piece of cake

> consonance

• the repetition of a same or similar consonant sound
example: black clock

> homonym

• words that sound alike but have different meanings
example: some, sum

> hyperbole

• obvious exaggeration for intended effect or emphasis
example: My sandwich was as big as a house.

> metaphor

• a comparison of two unrelated things
example: Memories are photographs. If you don’t take care of them, they will fade.

> onomatopoeia

• the use of sound to echo word meaning
example: clap, bang, burr

> oxymoron

• combining contradictory words
example: organized chaos

> personification

• giving an inanimate object human-like characteristics
example: The trees reached for the sky.

> pun

• play on words based on multiple meanings
example: The time on the plane flew by.

> rhyme

• repetition of vowel sounds in accented syllables
example: cash, trash

> simile

• comparing two unrelated things with similar characteristics using like, as or than
example: “A tie is like kissing your sister.” -Yogi Berra

> synonym

• words of the same meaning
example: vacation, trip
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feature copy checklist
Your feature must exhibit the following characteristics before submitting your feature to copy editors

> lead

_____
_____
_____

> coverage

_____
_____
_____
_____

> quotes

_____
_____
_____
_____

> transitions

> style

utilizes a novelty lead
opening is crisp and engaging
provides fresh angle to the story

emphasizes the five w’s and h
story provides balanced and fair coverage
copy tells the whole story
all information is meaningful and necessary and not editorial (unsubstantiated)

quotes are interesting and support the overall copy by providing substance and facts
inital quote reinforces the angle and lead
attributed by student’s name, grade and “said.” (John Doe, senior, said. or senior John Doe said.)
does not have unnecessary information such as “when asked” or an explanation of the quote’s topic

_____
_____
_____

graceful and logical; help the story flow smoothly (topics do not change abruptly)
serve as conceptual bridge between the quotes it is linking
provide additional information and facts

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

written strictly in past tense with the exception of quotes
written in active voice (e.g. Joe hit the ball as opposed to The ball was hit by Joe)
sentences are kept short and provide information in an efficient manner (to the point); avoids fluff
paragraphs are kept brief usually 2-4 sentences
paragraphs logically flow from one to another and are not choppy
editorial adjectives and adverbs that cannot be substantiated through facts or quotes do not appear
avoids repeat words (except “said” for quote attribution)
avoids use of “many, several, various, numerous, a lot, some, a few” and other indefinite terms
abbreviations appear only after being spelled out the first time it appears
school’s name, initials and mascot do not appear unless in a competitive scenario
“this year” and “2008” do not appear (unless necessary for clarification only)

> final edit

_____ story has been checked and verified using the AP Stylebook or other accepted style guide
_____ names are checked for spelling using class lists
_____ correct name usage
		
first appearance use person’s full name
		
second appearance use first name only for all sections except sports (use last name instead)
		
for adults use their full name the first time and only last name thereafter
_____ document has been spell checked
_____ copy has been edited several times for capitalization, punctuation and grammar
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caption writing basics
> what is a caption?

• text that describes the contents of a photo, emphasizing the five w’s and h
• provides additional information that might not be obtained by simply viewing the photo

> types of captions

• adjective: strongly preferred
Frigid temperatures postponed the start of the science field trip.
• adverb: strongly preferred
Attentively watching for their cues, the band plays for the halftime crowd.
• common noun:
Time runs out as senior John Doe watches the game-winning field goal from the sidelines.
• direct quote:
“This was the most memorable season ever,” said senior linebacker John Doe.
• gerund: a verb ending in “ing” that serves as a noun; limit use on a spread
Jogging is a popular choice for teens looking to maintain a healthy lifetsyle.
• participle: a verb ending in “ed” or “ing” that serves as an adjective; limit use on a spread
Concerned students look on as emergency crews arrive to give first aid to the injured students.
• proper noun: including adjectives that modify a proper noun (avoid using unless more than 6 pics on spread )
Inquisitive freshman John Doe diligently analyzes the slide through the microscope.

> parts of a caption

lead-in
• a short and catchy phrase (usually a fragment sentence) that serves as the headline for the caption
• captures the mood of the picture and grabs the reader’s attention
description
• appears first and colorfully answers the five w’s and h of the photo using descriptive adjectives and adverbs
• written in present tense and active voice (“Joe hit the ball,” not “The ball was hit by Joe.”)
background/additional information
• follows the description and provides information that cannot be received from looking at the photo
• written in past tense and active voice

> steps for writing a caption

• carefully look at the photo, paying particular attention to the center of interest as well as all other aspects
• fill out a Caption Writing Worksheet as completely as possible
• devise a lead-in for the photo that focuses on the center of interest
- verbally summarize the content of the photo in a catchy, impactual manner
• write the description sentence utilizing one of the caption types listed above
- adjective and adverb captions are the strongest types to use
- avoid repeating types of captions used for other photos on the spread to allow for variety
- do not use editorial adjectives or adverbs (can’t be substantiated through facts, information or quotes)
• write the background or additional information
- information is meaningful and is based on fact
- great opportunity to incorporate a quote (use at least one per spread)
- cannot be generic, editorial (unsubstantiated) or “empty” (devoid of any real information)

> caption example

• Hammer time. Carefully shaping the copper ring with a rawhide mallet, senior Jessica Price puts the finishing
touches on sizing it accurately. Known best for her oil paintings, Jessica received a perfect score on her final
Jewelry and Small Sculpture I portfolio.
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caption examples
> weak

This is purely a master-of-the-obvious description of the photo. It is literal, uncreative and does not provide
any additional information that cannot be gained by looking at the photo.
• John Doe runs down the sideline versus Frederick.

> inadequate

This caption is still brief and uncreative, though the addition of the background sentence is a start in the
right direction.
• Running down the sideline versus Frederick is John Doe. The Knights beat the Cadets 28-20.

> average

A lead-in introduces the caption, but lacks color and does not tie in well with the caption text. The description sentence begins to become a little more creative and the background sentence starts to provide a little
more substantial info.
• Big gain. Running down the sideline, senior John Doe returns a punt versus Frederick. The Knights overcame
an early deficit to beat the Cadets 28-20.

> superior

This is the type of caption needed. The lead-in captures the reader’s attention while tieing into the caption
text. The description sentence begins with an adverb and is colorful without being editorial. It also provides
details such as the distance gained and final score. The background sentence provides meaningful and
insightful information to the reader.
• Off to the races. Deftly maneuvering through the Cadets’ coverage, senior punt returner John Doe (22)
streaks down the sideline for 35 yards versus rival Frederick. Doe’s return sparked a second-half comeback as
the Knights overcame a ten-point deficit to win 28-20.
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caption worksheet
> photo information
1. WHO is in the picture? (left to right)

2. WHAT is going on in the picture?

3. WHAT was going on BEFORE this picture was taken? (if you don’t know, then find out!)

4. WHAT went on immediately AFTER this picture was taken? (if you don’t know, then find out!)

5. WHERE was the picture taken? (be specific)

6. WHEN was the picture taken? (event and date if possible)

7. WHY did this occur, WHY was this the case, WHY was this needed, etc.?

8. HOW did the student(s) react, HOW did the student do this, etc.? (based on fact; do not editorialize)

QUOTES from people in the picture. Continue on back if necessary.
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caption checklist
> lead-in

_____ captures the mood of the picture and grabs the reader’s attention
_____ short and to the point
_____ references the information presented in the description and/or background information sentence
_____ punctuation consistent with template guidelines
		
if on the same line as the caption, use appropriate punctuation
		
if on separate line from the caption, no punctuation except for “?” and “!”

> caption

description
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

written as one sentence but is not a run-on (read it out loud to check)
colorfully describes the photo using descriptive adjectives and adverbs (but does not editorialize)
written in present tense
written in active voice (Joe hits the ball; not The ball was hit by Joe)
answers the five w’s and h where appropriate (not every question is vital to the caption)
identifies people pictured, unless there is more than five
jersey number is included in parenthesis after the last name in sports photos
avoids stating the obvious
avoids “to be” verbs as much as possible
does not begin with proper nouns (including adjectives that modify a proper noun)

background/additional information
_____ written as one sentence but is not a run-on (read it out loud to check)
_____ provides information that cannot be received from looking at photo
_____ information corresponds and supports the description sentence and/or lead-in
_____ written in past tense
_____ written in active voice (Joe hits the ball; not The ball was hit by Joe)
general
_____ serves as a journalistic mini-news story (or “photo essay”) for the photograph
_____ tells what happened before, during, and/or after the photograph if possible
_____ never editorializes (unsubstantiated adjectives, adverbs or statements)
_____ caption was spell-checked
_____ name(s) spelled correctly
_____ correct name usage
		
first appearance use person’s full name
		
second appearance use first name only for all sections except sports (use last name instead)
		
for adults use their full name the first time and only last name thereafter

> spread captions

check all the captions on a spread against each other for the following
_____ captions utilize a wide variety of types (common noun, adjective, gerund, etc.)
_____ several captions utilize quotes to provide more personal and interesting information
_____ captions utilize a variety of lead-ins
_____ proper noun captions are not used unless more than six photos appear (and still only once)
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copyediting symbols
insert period			

This is the sentence
“

insert quotation			

This is the sentence,” he said.

insert punctuation			

“This is the sentence” he said.
,

transpose letters			

English calss

transpose words			

class English

abbreviate			

Middletown High School

spell out			

MHS

make a numeral			

fifty-six		

spell out number			

5

insert words			

d
Midletown High School		
High
Middletown School

delete letter			

This is thee sentence.

delete word			

This is the the sentence.

delete space			

This is th e sentence.

delete line			

This is the sentence.

make uppercase			

middletown

make lowercase			

MiddletowN

make bold			

bold

make italic			

italic

insert paragraph			

This is the sentence.

insert letter			
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primary headline writing
> primary headline

step one
analyze the entire spread’s coverage — features, alternative coverage, photos and captions
step two
list 10-15 key words that describe and relate to the spread’s content area
key words
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________

• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________

• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________

• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________

step three
brainstorm rhyming words for the key words that have strong story telling merit
key words
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________
• _______________

rhyming words
• _____________________________________
• _____________________________________
• _____________________________________
• _____________________________________
• _____________________________________
• _____________________________________
• _____________________________________
• _____________________________________

step four
transition key and rhyming words into inspired words and phrases that creatively capture the coverage’s mood
key word
rhyming words
• _______________
• _____________________________________
combos
• ___________________________________________________________
key word
rhyming words
• _______________
• _____________________________________
combos
• ___________________________________________________________
key word
rhyming words
• _______________
• _____________________________________
combos
• ___________________________________________________________
key word
rhyming words
• _______________
• _____________________________________
combos
• ___________________________________________________________
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secondary headline writing
> secondary headline

A secondary headline expands on the primary headline by providing details about the spread’s coverage
in a colorful, descriptive manner. It is written in past tense and active voice, utilizing strong adjectives and
adverbs that do not editorialize.
step one
read the feature and record the overall thought/concept presented in each paragraph
novelty lead: _________________________		

paragraph 6: _________________________

paragraph 2: _________________________		

paragraph 7: _________________________

paragraph 3: _________________________		

paragraph 8: _________________________

paragraph 4: _________________________		

paragraph 9: _________________________

paragraph 5: _________________________		

paragraph 10:_________________________

step two
read the alternative coverage and record the overall thought/concept presented in each module
module 1:

_________________________		

module 3:

_________________________

module 2:

_________________________		

module 4:

_________________________

step three
read the captions and record the overall thought/concept presented in each
dominant:

_________________________

photo 2:

_________________________

photo 3:

_________________________

photo 4:

_________________________

photo 5:

_________________________

photo 6:

_________________________

photo 7:

_________________________

step four
Review the concepts from the list above to get an overall sense of the spread’s coverage, but weigh the content
of the feature and alternative coverage slightly more than captions. Write a colorfully descriptive sentence in
past tense and active voice that summarizes the overall coverage of the spread.
(example: A ferocious running attack helped lead the Knights to a third consecutive league championship)
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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photography basics
> importance of photography

Photography is the heart and soul of a yearbook. Everything revolves around it. You cannot have coverage without photos. Obviously, no captions could exist without them and design would be rather boring with text only. It
is photography that drives our book’s coverage. Customers enjoy being quoted or written about in copy, but they
love to see themselves in pictures.

> what is photojournalism?

Photojournalism is simply telling stories visually through photography. A picture should truly be worth a thousand words in the yearbook. Each picture should be interesting and be able to tell its own story, including the
five w’s and h.

> types of yearbook photos

candid
• unposed photos of students engaged in some sort of activity
- examples: eating lunch, talking with friends, getting books from locker, sports photos
• students are not looking at camera
• three types of candids
- general
		
overall candid shot of the subject within
		
its immediate environment

- specific (detail)
		
close-up, tightly cropped shot of an
		 object

- environmental
		
shows the subject in its environment;
		
subject(s) smaller in the frame; used
		
when the environment is important to
		
telling the story visually
portrait (mug)
• posed photo of students, faculty and staff
• cropped close to the individual’s head (normally at chest line)
• most notably found in the people section
• can be used for alternative coverage such as quote boxes, but subject is still candid (not looking at camera)
group
• posed photo of more than one student, usually in offset rows (brick pattern) so heads do not line up vertically
• used to identify members of a team, club or organization
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photography basics cont.
> what is a center of interest?

• the main subject or key dominating element of the photograph
• photos should only have one center of interest

> what is contrast?

• the differences in lights and darks in a photo that help create a sense of depth and three-dimensionality
• strong photographs have rich darks (shadows), strong brights (highlights) and a wide range of midtones
BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

> what is cropping?

• the elimination of unnecessary or unuseful composition in a photograph
AFTER
BEFORE

> what is depth of field?

• the distance that objects within an image are in reasonable focus
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digital camera basics
> how do digital cameras work?

When you take a picture with a digital camera, light enters through the lens and reflects onto small censors on
the CCD (charge-coupled device) which captures the image in RGB format (reds, greens and blues). It is then
converted into binary code and sent to the LCD (liquid crystal display) and the storage device in the camera.
All digital cameras take pictures at the same resolution (72 dpi). What makes one digital camera superior to
another is its number of megapixels. Essentially, the higher the megapixel, the larger the image the camera
takes. Once opened in an application like Adobe Photoshop®, the image can be reduced in size, compressing
the pixels and increasing the overall resolution.

> what is a megapixel?

A megapixel is a unit of measure used to help determine a camera’s image quality. One megapixel is equal to
one million pixels. But megapixels can be deceiving — a three megapixel camera may have considerably less
than 3 million pixels. This may be the number that the entire lens picks up but the image taken is not the same
shape as the lens. (The lens is round but the picture is a rectangle made from the circle.)

> what is the difference between optical and digital zoom?
• optical zoom acts in the same way as a 35mm camera
• digital zoom magnifies the image after it was taken

> what is aperture?

• the opening, usually regulated by a diaphragm, through which light enters the camera
• settings are indicated by an f/number that indicates the ratio of the focal length of the lens to the effective
diameter of the lens
• the larger the aperture value (a lower f-stop) the more blurred the background will become (ideal for portraits)
• the smaller the aperture value (a higher f-stop) the wider your depth of field (how in focus both foreground and
background objects will be)

> what is an f-stop (f/number)?

• the ratio of a given aperture diameter to the focal length of a lens (f/number= focal length/lens diameter)
• the smaller the f/number, the faster the lens and the more light the lens allows into the camera

> what is shutter speed?

• the interval between the opening and closing of the shutter
• the faster the action you are photographing, the higher the shutter speed needs to be to alleviate blurring

> what is aperture and shutter priority?

aperture priority
• an automatic exposure setting where the photographer sets the aperture manually and the camera sets the
appropriate shutter speed
shutter priority
• an automatic exposure setting where the photographer sets the shutter speed manually and the camera sets
the appropriate aperture

> what does all of this mean?

The camera works like the human eye. The pupil is very much like the aperture, determining how much light enters the camera. The eyelid acts much like the shutter, permitting light to enter the eye. Your brain is essentially
like the memory in your camera. It is where images can be seen and stored.
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digital camera settings
Auto Mode
The camera determines the setting it feels is most appropriate based on what is inside the frame (shutter speed, aperture, flash, white balance, etc.).
Portrait Mode
In this setting, the camera opens the aperture to limit the depth of field in the photograph. The wider
aperture allows the subject to remain in focus while the background appears more blurry. This setting
does not have to be limited to portraits. It can be helpful any time the background detracts from the
subject and you wish to limit it’s impact in the frame.
Landscape Mode
Here, the camera closes the aperture to increase the depth of field in the photograph (the opposite of
what happens in Portrait mode). Other than a true outdoor landscape shot, this is helpful when there
are subjects at varying distances from the camera that need to all be in focus. To compensate for the
smaller aperture, the camera will most likely slow down the shutter speed to allow more light in. This
can lead to blurriness so make sure the camera is steady.
Sports Mode
To photograph people or objects in motion, this setting increases the shutter speed to stop action. To
allow enough light for exposure, the camera will increase the aperure value, which indoors, can lead to
noise. You can also trying panning with the subject in motion as well.
Night Mode
This setting is helpful when shooting in low light. The camera sets to a longer shutter speed (also
known as slow shutter sync) and uses a flash to illuminate your subject. The camera must be very
steady to avoid blurring of the background (but can also be done intentionally for some really cool background effects).
Macro Mode
Used for taking photos when the subject is extremely close to the camera, like detail shots. The closer
you get to the subject, the more the camera may need to hunt for focus. Due to the camera’s close
proximity to your subject, you will probably need to turn off the flash to avoid blown out photos. This
mode allows for very little depth of field.
Scene Mode
Your camera has presets for various situations. For each of these, the camera determines the aperture
value and shutter speed based on the lighting that most often occurs in that situation.
Shutter Priority Mode
This mode allows you to dictate the shutter speed for a given shot while the camera sets the aperture
for you to help ensure proper exposure. This allows you to select a faster shutter speed to stop action
or a slower one to create blurred motion. (The “Tv” stands for time value.)
Aperture Priority Mode
Here you can determine the aperture value while the camera decides the most appropriate shutter
speed to help ensure proper exposure. This essentially gives you control over depth of field. The larger
the aperture, the smaller the depth of field (or the more blurry the background appears).
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taking better photos
> subject

• get close — shoot subject most often within a five-foot radius
• have only one center of interest
• let the photo tell a story
- capture emotion and mood, action and reaction, conflict
- photos should answer the five w’s and h
• look for opportunities to frame subject
- background objects that help outline or highlight the subject
• look for leading lines
- real or imaginary lines that attract attention to the dominant element or center of interest

> composition

• frame subject horizontal or vertical
• crop subject by 1/3, 2/3, or full
- when taking portraits, crop full body, at the knees or at the bust line
• place subject in left or right third; avoid centering
• place focal points of interest in rule-of-thirds “hot spots” (intersections of rule-of-thirds lines)

> angle

• shoot subject from various angles (pay attention to how light changes)
• shoot subject from various elevations
- bird’s-eye, worm’s-eye, eye-level, other
- limit eye-level shots

> lighting

• flash is usually only good between 8-12 feet; know your equipment, each camera is different
• look for natural light, backlighting, shade or diffused light and silhouette opportunities
• take with a variety of lighting sources and angles (flash, no flash, backlit, shade)
• for outdoor photography, morning and evening are best times

> staging

• avoid having to ever stage a photo
• never stage the specific shot
- staging the action frozen at a particular moment looks fake
• stage the situation and set the scenario in motion
- take candids as the action happens instead of trying to stage the specific action itself

> camera

• make sure you are using the proper camera settings (auto, portrait, flash, f-stop, film speed, etc.)
• hold the camera steady
- brace your elbows against your body
- completely exhale before shooting to help stabilize camera

> assignment

• always know exactly what you need before you go on an assignment
- how do you take story-telling photos if you do not know what the story is?
• always take a lot photos more than you need
• variety, variety, variety!
- subjects, closeness to subject (general, environmental and specific), angles and elevations
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candid photography
> what is a candid?

A candid is an unposed photograph of someone doing some sort of activity. This could include eating lunch,
walking down the hallway, cheering at the game, studying for a test, giving a presentation in class, sending a
text, etc. The list is endless. As long as the person (or persons) appear unaware of the camera and are actively
engaged in something, it is a candid.

> the importance of candids

The yearbook tells the story of the year through photographs. To tell a story, you need to answer the five w’s
and the h. Unless people are actually doing things in photos, there is no story. A photo of a person just looking at the camera and smiling tells no story. The only question it answers is “who.” If a yearbook tells a story
through photos, and candids are photos that tell stories, then taking good candid photographs is the most
important thing we do. If you want photos of people looking at you and smiling, go to the portrait section. There
are rows upon rows upon rows of them.

> capturing candid moments

Action. Reaction. Mood. Emotion.
These are the things that should captured in your photography. These four elements are what make photos
interesting, compelling and fun for the reader.

action

reaction

mood

emotion
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photo selection
Selecting the right photos for each spread’s coverage is one of the most important decisions we make. We must
carefully choose interesting, quality images that visually tell the spread’s story.

> selection

• what is the spread about?
- review the topic’s coverage plan
- look at last year’s book to see what and who we used if it’s a similar topic (especially the dominant)
• choose more photos than what is needed for the template
- 50% more needed is generally sufficient
• select a wide range of subjects
- decisions need to focus on not only what is going on in the picture but who is in the picture
• choose the dominant
- photo best visually represents the mood and overall coverage of the spread
- content merits its size
		
2-3 times larger than any other photo on the spread
		
shows strong emotion or mood, action and reaction, conflict
• tell the story visually
- photos should answer the five w’s and h
- each photo should their own story visually
- photos collectively on the spread tell the coverage topic’s entire story
- photos capture emotion and mood, action and reaction, conflict
• quality control
- never use a blurry pic
- each photo should have only one center of interest
- consider the background
		
look for framing and leading lines
		
avoid distracting backgrounds
• student selection
- try to use the people who are most important to the story
- in athletics, try to incorporate seniors (if it doesn’t compromise appropriate coverage)
- strongly consider the Source List
		
always avoid people already in the book but really strong photos usually take precedence
• variety is extremely important
- subjects
- closeness to subject (general, environmental and specific)
- crops (verticals and horizontals)
- angles and elevations
- techniques (framing, leading lines, patterns, special lighting such as silhouettes or backlighting)
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cropping photos
Understand that cropping a photograph is a very important aesthetic decision that must be thought through very
carefully. This process should involve several other staff members helping make decisions collectively.

> aesthetic decisions

background
• eliminate unnecessary composition or “dead space”
• pay attention to how the background affects the composition as crops change
center of interest placement
• rule of thirds
- place the center of interest in a rule of thirds “hot spot” (the intersection of vertical and horizontal 		
lines that divide the picture into equal thirds)
• offset
- not a rule of thirds hot spot but not centered
- used occasionally for variety
• center
- never center the main subject unless the photo is a portrait (but still not posed) or a detail shot
variety
• closeness to the subject
- general, environment, specific
• frame shape
- horizontal and vertical

> physical cropping using adobe photoshop®

• open the image from the Layout Images folder
• go to Edit:Preferences:Units and Rulers and change the rulers to picas
• go to Image:Mode and select appropriate color treatment (CMYK or grayscale)
• go to Image:Image Size and deselect Resample Image then change the resolution to 300 dpi
- by increasing the dpi, the image size will decrease proportionally
• select the crop tool in Photoshop
• set the photo’s dimensions (if appropriate)
- set the Resolution at 300dpi
• click and drag a marquis (selection box) around the desired area
- alter the marquis by placing the mouse along one of the sides or corners and sliding the edge in or out
• properly adjust color levels and/or contrast (see page 3-8 Imaging Basics)
BEFORE							AFTER
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imaging basics
Photos may only be altered in the Images folder in Layout — never in the Photo folder. If we need to adjust a
photo after it has already been altered and saved, we cannot do this unless we have an original to work from. We
never, ever alter the original.

> initial imaging

color format
Digital cameras take photographs in RGB format and must be converted to either grayscale or CMYK. Since
the printing presses at the publishing plant are CMYK, the images they produce must also be in this format for
proper color matching.
• go to the top menu and select Image: Mode then select Grayscale (for black and white) or CMYK (for color)
contrast
Grayscale photos, when converted from full color, have a tendency to be dominated by midtones. This leads
to a weaker, less-interesting picture. Strong black and white photography depends on good contrast. A photo
needs rich darks, bright highlights and a wide range of grayscales in between. Full color photos are not as reliant on contrast because the color helps separate subjects more effectively than in grayscale but is still a necessary consideration.
• for grayscale images, go to the top menu and select Image: Adjustments: Auto Contrast
- if you do not like the changes (too little too much) go to the top menu and select Window: History and 		
revert by going back to the previous step
- you may need to alter contrast manually by selecting Image: Adjustments: Brightness/Contrast
- if you want to discern between two different contrast treatments, it is helpful to toggle back and forth
		
between the two variations in the History palette
• for full-color images, go to the top menu and select Image: Adjustments: Auto Levels
- full-color images may also require manual adjustments when auto does not provide desired results as 		
		
well as contrast adjustments for brightness and darkness
• For more advanced techniques, see page 3-10 Adjusting Levels and page 3-11 Adjusting Shadows/Highlights
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sharpening an image
> open image in Adobe Photoshop©
> duplicate layer

go to Layer: Duplicate Layer or select Duplicate Layer from the Layers palette menu

> run High Pass filter

go to Filter: Other: High Pass
set the slider at the bottom all the way to the left; the image should appear entirely gray
move the slider to the right until you start to detect edges within the photo
setting generally ranges between 3 and 6 but this will vary depending on the particular image’s needs

> change Blending Mode

set the Blending Mode of the duplicated layer (Background Copy) to Overlay

> view results

if you need to adjust, delete the Background Copy layer and start over
do not adjust the High Pass already completed

> flatten image

go to Image: Flatten Image or select Flatten Image from the Layers palette menu
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adjusting levels
> what is a histogram?

A histogram is a graph that illustrates the intensity level of pixels throughout an image, or its tonal range (also
known as key type). Shadows are to the left, midtones in the middle and highlights to the right. You can view the
histogram by selecting Adjustments>Levels from the Image menu or by pressing Ctrl + L.

> adjusting levels

In the example below, the histogram shows the image is heavy in darks and midtones but lacks higher tonal
values. The lack of lights causes the photo to appear washed out. Contrast is very important in a photo.
You can adjust this by bringing the both the light slider and the dark slider closer to the where the graph starts
to rise. In other words, move the sliders closer to the “base of the mountain.” Moving the sliders past this point
can over adjust the image, causing harsh brights and darks.
BEFORE

AFTER

> converting color to grayscale

Colors that have good contrast can vary greatly when converted to grayscale. Green and orange, which look
quite different in color, can be virtually identical in grayscale because their intensities are so similar. You will
most likely need to make adjustments to the levels after converting.
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adjusting shadows/highlights
> shadows/highlights filter

The Shadow/Highlight command is suitable for correcting photos with silhouetted images due to strong
backlighting or correcting subjects that have been slightly washed out because they were too close to the
camera flash. The adjustment is also useful for brightening areas of shadow in an otherwise well-lit image.
The Shadow/Highlight command does not simply lighten or darken an image; it lightens or darkens based
on the surrounding pixels. The defaults are set to fix images with backlighting problems.
In the image below, you can see that the darks have been lightened to provide details (for example in the
goggles) previously unnoticeable. The default values were used, as indicated in the Shadow/Highlight window.
BEFORE

AFTER
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photography checklist
Each photo on a spread should exhibit the following characteristics before plant submission.

> candid

subject
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

clear and in focus, not blurry or pixelated
visually tells a story and answers the five w’s and h
captures emotion and mood, action and reaction
has only one center of interest
shot from an interesting angle; avoids straight-on or profile
shot from an interesting elevation; eye-level avoided
lighting is effective and enhances the subject; avoids harsh shadows or flash burnout

background
_____ background does not interfere with subject
_____ background enhances the subject through use of framing, leading lines
cropping
_____
_____
_____
_____

center of interest effectively placed in a rule of thirds hot spot or offset, not centered
unnecessary composition or “dead space” has been eliminated
subject is cropped full body, at the knees or at bust line
frame shape created by crop is logical and enhances photo aesthetically

imaging
_____
_____
_____

saved in proper format (CMYK for color, Grayscale for black and white)
for full-color photo, image has been effectively auto or manually leveled
for grayscale photo, image has been effectively auto or manually contrasted

file maintenance
_____ resolution is 300 dpi
_____ cropped to proper dimensions based on the frame size on the layout
_____ saved correctly

> portrait

_____
_____
_____

> group

_____
_____
_____

subject is not looking at camera (except for school portrait in people section)
consistent head sizing if placed with other portraits
complies with Imaging and File Maintenance standards listed above

each head is completely visible
rows alternate so that no heads are stacked vertically
cropped just above the heads in the back row and to the waists in the front row

> spread photos
_____
_____
_____
_____

variety of subject matter that visually tells the spread topic’s complete story is strongly evident
variety of frame shapes are used
variety of closeness to subject is evident (general, environment and detail)
variety of photographic techniques are evident (framing, leading lines, backlighting, patterns, etc.)
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design basics
> what is the designer’s role?

The responsibility of the designer is to effectively arrange elements of coverage (text, photography and supporting graphics) in a creative manner that supports and enhances the coverage itself. Content dictates design, so
an effective designer closely looks at the overall coverage before making aesthetic decisions. Design needs to
be subordinate to the content. In other words, the reader should notice the coverage, not the design.

> what is column and grid design?

Columns and grids are used by designers to establish consistent guides (or framework) for the placement of
elements on a spread. Columns utilize vertical divisions where grids are based on both vertical and horizontal.

> design elements and principles

contrast
Contrast is simply the visual differences in subject matter, values, colors, shapes and sizes. Contrast is integral
to a solid design. Without it, the spread can become monotonous or boring. Effective use of contrast, on the
other hand, can generate reader interest.
shape
The shape and size of content areas is an important artistic decision. As mentioned above in Contrast, a variety
of shapes and sizes can lend to a more interesting packaging of content.
space
Space can be one of the most important tools to a designer. What you do not put on the page can be just as
important as what you do. Knowing where and how to incorporate empty (or “white”) space to help separate
and draw interest to various elements is key to design. White space should always be carefully planned and
never completely surrounded by elements, thereby “trapping” it.
value
The difference in light and darks, or value, is one of the best ways to help the reader separate and understand
content. Just like a successful black and white photograph, changes in values help the eye differentiate between objects. Designers need value both in and among elements on a spread. Grayscale and spot color treatments usually follow the 10-30-60-100 rule. If these values exist fairly balanced in a photograph or graphic, then
the element becomes more interesting.
dominance
Creating emphasis on a spread helps spark reader interest and also define what content is most important.
Usually, the two elements that create the strongest emphasis are the dominant photo and the headline package. One is visual, the other, verbal. But both need to work together to establish the overall mood of the content. The dominant photo is usually 2-3 times larger than any other photo on the spread.
balance
The distribution of visual weight on a spread is an important design decision. Elements, although contrasting in
size, shape, color, value and content, need to be placed in such a manner as to avoid an overall lopsided appearance on the spread.
movement
The way the reader’s eyes flow throughout the spread should be a conscious decision made by the designer.
The location and arrangement of elements can either add or detract from the viewer’s experience. Elements
should work together to direct the eye continuously around the spread, engaging the reader to “take-in” all of
the content. Ineffective use of movement may lead the viewer off the page and compel them to turn the page.
unity
Unity is the way all of the elements on a spread work together with the utilization of other design techniques
listed above to create the feeling of completeness or wholeness. Spreads are two separate (but facing) pages
that need to be perceived as one large, cohesive unit. One of the easiest ways to acheive linkage between
these pages is establishing an eyeline (a horizontal internal spacing that continues across the entire spread).
Crossing the gutter with the dominant or a supporting photo is another strong linkage technique. Also, the repetition of a design element (for example, a rule line or a caption graphic) can be used as a unifying device.
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layout basics
2

1

3

4

5

this is the
primary
headline

6
This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.

This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.

This is the secondary headline that
provides more coverage details
While 92% of students slept until the last minute before starting off to school, a
minority of early risers got up at 5:30 for early morning practices constituting just one of
the unusual before and after school routines.

7

“I always get my stuff ready the night before so I have enough
time in the morning without getting demerits in marching band,”

15

sophomore Cristy Linder said. “I usually get up around 45 minutes
before I have to leave.”
As different as the early morning routines, after school rituals ranged
from an average of 23 practical and predictable club meetings and 14
sports practices to the expected and exciting television addiction and
other self-enjoyments.
“I wish I could be like my best friend, Alex, who goes home every afternoon and
watches three hours of sitcom reruns. Instead, I run everyday to get in shape for
basketball season,” senior Bruce Souza said. “Okay, Alex does take karate two days
a week and is a brown belt.”
Seven out of 10 said they followed the same routine every weekday almost without

14

exception including doing the same thing and eating the same snacks.

what is the question
for the quote box?

This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

8

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.
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Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”
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• 1  headline package

• 5  bleed

• 2  rail

• 6  white space

Consists of the primary (main)
headline and secondary headline
(provides more detailed information on the spread’s coverage.)

A narrow column of white space
utilized to separate or frame important coverage elements.

• 3  cross gutter

A photo that extends across
the gutter helping to unify the
spread. Avoid important aspects
of a photo from falling in the gutter
such as faces.

• 4  dominant

The main photo on a spread.
Usually 2-3 times larger than any
other photo. Visually summarizes
the coverage and mood of the
spread.

11

A photo that touches the edge of
the page. It needs to extend one
pica beyond the page edge for
printing purposes.

9

• 9  supporting photos

Additional photos that together
help visually tell the whole story of
the spread’s topic.

• 10  alternative coverage

Carefully planned areas of space
unoccupied by an element used
for aesthetic purposes. Usually
kept to the outside of a design and
never trapped.

• 7  framing margin

White space around the outside
of the spread. Illustrated here between the gray line (not part of the
design) and the edge of the page.

• 8  caption

10

Consists of folio (page number)
folio tab (page description) and
often a folio graphic (occupanying
theme graphic to add interest).

Also known as sidebar. Coverage presented in non-traditional
(feature) manner. Ex: quote box,
infograph, top 10 list, timeline.

• 14  eyeline

• 11  gutter

• 15  external margin

Middle of the spread where the
paper runs into the spine. The
center of a signature (called a
natural spread) is least affected
by this.

• 12  internal spacing

Verbal description of a photograph. Consists of a lead-in
(headline), description, and additional information.

• 13  folio package

Consistent white space that separates content elements. Usually
one pica.

• 4-2

Horizontal interior spacing that
unifies the design by crossing the
entire spread.

A non-printing frame within a
spread that most elements fall
within. Exceptions may include
bleeds, title bars, folio package,
etc.
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how to build a basic layout
> getting started

• open appropriate template and save file properly to the right location
• enter appropriate folios (page numbers) and folio tabs (page descriptions)
- go to master pages by selecting “A-Master” in the page number window in the bottom menu bar
• enter page numbers
- go to Window: Pages (or F12) and select “Numbering and Section Options” from the top right arrow

> step by step

place dominant
• top or bottom needs to touch the external margin or bleed off page
• cross gutter if possible (avoid splitting photo in half)
• make sure picture fits perfectly within columns
establish eyeline
• place one guideline at the edge of the photo closest to the center
- move cursor into the ruler at the top
- click and pull down a guide onto the page while pressing
		
“Control” (Ctrl) so it crosses the gutter
- get the x-coordinate of the edge of the dominant
		
(go to Window: Transform or press F9)
- select the guide with the cursor and enter that x-coordinate
• place a second guideline one pica from the first guideline using
coordinates for precision
place body copy
• baseline of bottom deck should rest on eyeline
• set to appropriate style as designated by the template
• make sure copy fits perfectly within columns
place headline package
• set to appropriate style as designated by the template
place subordinate photos and alternative coverage modules
• start toward the center and work toward external margins
• place above and below, but touching, eyeline
- photos below eyeline should extend from eyeline to external
		
margin unless caption(s) below photo will touch 		
		
external margin instead
• utilize a variety of shapes and sizes
- horizontals and verticals (occasional square for variety only)
• allow space for adjacent captions
• plan white space
- keep to outside of design
- no trapped white space (an area surrounded by elements)
• create an interesting arrangement
- avoid a diamond or wedge shape
• make sure photos fit perfectly within columns
place captions
• set to appropriate style as designated by the template
• make sure all caption are same width
• make sure copy fits perfectly within columns
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this is the
primary
headline
This is the secondary headline that
provides more coverage details
While 92% of students slept until the last minute before starting off to school, a
minority of early risers got up at 5:30 for early morning practices constituting just one of
the unusual before and after school routines.
“I always get my stuff ready the night before so I have enough
time in the morning without getting demerits in marching band,”
sophomore Cristy Linder said. “I usually get up around 45 minutes
before I have to leave.”
As different as the early morning routines, after school rituals ranged
from an average of 23 practical and predictable club meetings and 14
sports practices to the expected and exciting television addiction and
other self-enjoyments.
“I wish I could be like my best friend, Alex, who goes home every afternoon and
watches three hours of sitcom reruns. Instead, I run everyday to get in shape for
basketball season,” senior Bruce Souza said. “Okay, Alex does take karate two days
a week and is a brown belt.”
Seven out of 10 said they followed the same routine every weekday almost without
exception including doing the same thing and eating the same snacks.
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This is the secondary headline that
provides more coverage details
While 92% of students slept until the last minute before starting off to school, a
minority of early risers got up at 5:30 for early morning practices constituting just one of
the unusual before and after school routines.
“I always get my stuff ready the night before so I have enough
time in the morning without getting demerits in marching band,”
sophomore Cristy Linder said. “I usually get up around 45 minutes
before I have to leave.”
As different as the early morning routines, after school rituals ranged
from an average of 23 practical and predictable club meetings and 14
sports practices to the expected and exciting television addiction and
other self-enjoyments.
“I wish I could be like my best friend, Alex, who goes home every afternoon and
watches three hours of sitcom reruns. Instead, I run everyday to get in shape for
basketball season,” senior Bruce Souza said. “Okay, Alex does take karate two days
a week and is a brown belt.”
Seven out of 10 said they followed the same routine every weekday almost without
exception including doing the same thing and eating the same snacks.

what is the question
for the quote box?
Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”
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This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.

This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.

This is the secondary headline that
provides more coverage details
While 92% of students slept until the last minute before starting off to school, a
minority of early risers got up at 5:30 for early morning practices constituting just one of
the unusual before and after school routines.
“I always get my stuff ready the night before so I have enough
time in the morning without getting demerits in marching band,”
sophomore Cristy Linder said. “I usually get up around 45 minutes
before I have to leave.”
As different as the early morning routines, after school rituals ranged
from an average of 23 practical and predictable club meetings and 14
sports practices to the expected and exciting television addiction and
other self-enjoyments.
“I wish I could be like my best friend, Alex, who goes home every afternoon and
watches three hours of sitcom reruns. Instead, I run everyday to get in shape for
basketball season,” senior Bruce Souza said. “Okay, Alex does take karate two days
a week and is a brown belt.”
Seven out of 10 said they followed the same routine every weekday almost without
exception including doing the same thing and eating the same snacks.

what is the question
for the quote box?
Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.
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This is the lead-in
This is the caption description
which is written always in the
present tense and colorfully
describes the photo. Additional
information provided will be
written in past tense and give the
reader information not obtained
from the photo itself.

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”

Student Name
“This is the student’s quote. It needs to
be an awesome quote to be fit for a quote
box alternative coverage element.”
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traditional alignment rules
> element to element

• align the elements one pica apart in any direction

> text to element (left or right)

• align the text block one pica to the left or right of the element
• align the top of the text block to the top of the element
example: The description appears first and is
written in present tense and active
voice. The second sentence provides
additional information in past tense.

> text to element (above or below)

• align the text block one pica to the left or right of the element
• for a caption above an element, align the baseline of the text one pica from the top of the element
• for a caption below an element, align the top of the text block one pica from the bottom of the element
example:
The description appears first and is
written in present tense and active
voice. The second sentence provides
additional information in past tense.

The description appears first and is
written in present tense and active
voice. The second sentence provides
additional information in past tense.

> text to text (vertical)

• align last line of the top text block’s baseline one pica from the top of the second text block
example:
The description appears first and is
written in present tense and active
voice. The second sentence provides
additional information in past tense.
The description appears first and is
written in present tense and active
voice. The second sentence provides
additional information in past tense.

> text to text (horizontal)

• align text blocks one pica apart
example:

The description appears first and is
written in present tense and active
voice. The second sentence provides
additional information in past tense.

The description appears first and is
written in present tense and active
voice. The second sentence provides
additional information in past tense.
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typography basics
> what is a font?

A font is set of glyphs, or images, that represent a complete series of alphabetic and numeric characters, punctuations and symbols in a particular size and style (or typeface) which may include boldface, italic or bold italic.
sans serif (fonts that do not have serif lines such as Helvetica)

> what are the types of fonts?
serif

• fonts that have lines, or “feet,” on the ends of main strokes of text
- example: Times New Roman (ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz)
sans serif
• fonts that do not have serifs, or “feet,” on the ends of main strokes of text
- example: Helvetica (ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz)
script
• fonts that resemble hand-written text
- example: Script MT Bold (ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz)
decorative
• fonts that a graphically enhanced for visual impact
- example: Jokerman (ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz)

> what are type styles?

medium, regular or Roman (serif)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
oblique or italic (serif)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
bold oblique or bold italic (serif)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

> what are the parts of a font?
size

• the total height of the text, measured in points, from the top of capital letters to the bottom of descenders
baseline
• the imaginary line on which text seems to rest
x-height
• the height of lower case letters (without ascenders) from the baseline
ascender
• the part of lower case letters that rise above the x-height
descender
• the part of lower case letters that drop below the baseline
ascender

size

Knight
baseline
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descender
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typography basics cont.
> what is justification?

align left							
Deftly maneuvering through the Cadets’
coverage, senior punt returner John Doe
(22) streaks down the sideline for a 35yard gain versus Frederick.

align right
Deftly maneuvering through the Cadets’
coverage, senior punt returner John Doe
(22) streaks down the sideline for a 35yard gain versus Frederick.

align center						
Deftly maneuvering through the Cadets’
coverage, senior punt returner John Doe
(22) streaks down the sideline for a 35yard gain versus Frederick.

justified
Deftly maneuvering through the Cadets’
coverage, senior punt returner John Doe
(22) streaks down the sideline for a 35yard gain versus Frederick.

> what is leading?

Leading is defined as the distance between baselines of text measured in points. The greater the leading, the
wider the gap between lines.

> what is kerning and tracking?

Kerning is the process of increasing or decreasing the amount of space between two specific characters of text.
The increasing or decreasing of space between all characters of text within a specific text block is tracking.

> what sizes should generally be used?

primary headlines: 24-120
Primaries attract the most attention, but size is not the only way to make it stand out from the rest of the spread.
Color and isolation are two other common methods.
secondary headline: 14-18
Secondaries are not fragments like their primary counterparts so readability is important. You may wish to
choose a larger or even bolder version of the body copy font, or a smaller version of the primary font (if readable). Avoid adding color to secondaries— generally keep them black.
body copy: 10-11
Readability is key so avoid decorative or script fonts. Serif and sans serif fonts are needed here. Alternate coverage text falls under this category as well.
alternative coverage headline package: see below
Tie this into the spread’s headline package, only scaled down. It needs to stand out but avoid being distracting.
lead-in: 8-12
Usually a smaller version of the primary font (if readable) or a larger, or more bold, version of the caption font.
captions: 8-9
Keep this as a scaled down version of the body copy font.
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headline packages
> what are different primary headline design styles?
single deck (one line of text)			

headline goes here
double deck (two lines of text)

headline
goes here
offset stack (letters touch edge to edge)

headline
goes here		
text weaving (letters interlock)

headline
goes here
> what are the different secondary headline design styles?
kicker (single-line secondary above the primary)
this is the secondary headline

headline goes here
wicket (multi-deck secondary above the primary)
this is the secondary headline that provides
more details than a single deck

headline goes here

hammer (multi-deck secondary below the primary)

headline goes here
this is the secondary headline that provides
more details than a single deck
tripod (multi-deck secondary next to the primary)

headline goes here

this is the secondary headline that provides
more details than a single deck
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cut-out background (c.o.b.)
> how to make a C.O.B in Adobe Photoshop

step one
Create a copy of the file you wish to alter, save it appropriately and open it in Adobe Photoshop®. Maximize the
window.
step two
Go to the Windows menu at the top and select Layers (or press F7). Double click on the layer Background and
click okay in the pop-up window to change the layer name to Layer 0.
step three
In the tool bar, select the Crop tool (third tool down in the left column) and eliminate unnecessary composition
by tightly cropping to the subject you wish to remain.
step four
Use the Magnify tool to zoom in very close to your starting point.
step five
Select the eraser tool and set the Brush to the appropriate size (approx. 8pt-15pt) in the menu at the top. For
intricate and tight areas, you may need to select a much smaller brush size (3-5).
step six
Place the Eraser tool along the edge of the subject and click and release the mouse button. Hold down Shift
and move the eraser tool to the next point and click the mouse button again. (By holding down Shift and clicking, the tool will erase a straight line between the two points. For curves, you will need to shorten the distance
between points. The greater the curve, the shorter the distance. Make sure you are not creating sharp points
where you click the mouse button.
Always erase while zoomed in very close (normally about 500% but you may need to get even closer). When
you reach the edge of the window, press and hold the Space Bar and a hand will appear, allowing you to move
the image so you can continue erasing.
step seven
Select the Polygonal Lasso tool (second tool down in the left column) and trace a selection precisely within
the erased path you have just created. Go to the Select menu at the top and choose Inverse (or press
Shift+Control+I) and press Delete, thus eliminating all unwanted composition.
step eight
Use the Magic Wand tool (second tool down in the right column) and press anywhere in the empty area then go
to the Select menu at the top and choose Inverse. Go to the Windows menu at the top and select Paths. Click
on the arrow to the right of the palette and select Make Work Path from the pull-down menu. In the Make Work
Path pop-up window, press Okay, thus setting the tolerance to 2.0.
Go back into the pull-down menu in the Paths palette and select Save Path. In the Save Path pop-up window,
press Okay, thus naming it Path 1. Go back to the Paths palette pull-down menu and select Clipping Path. In
the Clipping Path pop-up window, press Okay, thus creating the final clipping path.
step nine
Flatten the image then go to the File menu at the top and select Save As. In the format pull-down menu, select
JPG. In the JPEG pop-up window, select Maximum quality (12) and press Okay. Your C.O.B. is now ready for
layout.
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design checklist
Each spread should exhibit the following characteristics before plant submission.

> file maintenance
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

> links

file is saved correctly with three-digit page numbers and page description (002-003 Opening.indd)
Publishing information is correct (color type (b/w, spot, process) and page numbering)
folio numbers and folio tabs are accurately entered
spread is set up according to the pre-determined column or grid design
elements are placed in the appropriate layers (copy, photo, graphics, master pages)

_____ all linked files are accurate and updated
_____ corresponding images folder is accurately inventoried (all photos used are included, photos that
		
are not are removed)
_____ final photo replacement is complete and accurate (color format, size and resolution (min 300 dpi))

> design

composition
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
		
_____

dominant photo is approximately 2-3 times larger than the next largest photo
elements touch the eyeline and extend to an external margin
elements utilized demonstrate variety in shapes and sizes
elements create an interesting shape (no “diamond” or “stairstep”) with their collective exterior contour
white space enhances the composition through careful planning and is predominantly kept to the
outside of the layout (except for vertical rails used to separate important content)
design complies to the section template but is unique within the section through element placement

linkage
_____
_____
_____

spread utilizes a horizontal eyeline
dominant or supporting photo crosses the gutter if possible
graphic elements help link the two facing pages through repetition or crossing the gutter

eyeflow
_____
_____
_____

dominant photo leads the viewer’s eye into the headline package if possible
photography and other elements compel the viewer’s eye to circulate around the spread
viewer’s eye is not lead off the page by any photo, graphic or their arrangement

color
_____
_____

color scale usage follows 10-30-60-100 rule unelss otherwise dictated by the template
colors and gradients are set to the appropriate swatches

text
_____
_____
_____
_____
alignment
_____
_____

feature copy utilizes the set number of columns determined by the template
all caption block widths conform to the pre-determined template within its section
all copy is set to the correct paragraph style with no “+” showing when selected in Paragraph palette
captions are adjacent to their corresponding photos unless block captioning with labeling is used
each element and text block on the spread fits exactly into the set columns or grids
each element and text block is precisely aligned to the template’s specific internal spacing increment
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InDesign keyboard shortcuts
Ctrl + A

Select All

Ctrl + C

Copy

Ctrl + D

Place

Ctrl + G

Group

Shift + Ctrl + G

Ungroup

Shift + Ctrl + M

Indent

Ctrl + O

Open

Ctrl + P

Print

Ctrl + S

Save

Ctrl + T

Type

Ctrl + V

Paste

Shift + Ctrl + Alt + V

Paste in Front

Ctrl + W

Window

Ctrl + Z

Undo

Shift + Ctrl + Z

Redo

Ctrl + 0

Fit to Window

Ctrl + +

Zoom In

Ctrl + -

Zoom Out

Ctrl + ;

Hide/Show Guides

Shift + Ctrl + ]

Bring to Front

Shift + Ctrl + [

Send to Back

F5

Swatches

F6

Color

F8

Align

F9

Transform

Tab

Hide/Show Windows
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